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lThe ternperature dependence of the Phonon velocity
                                              '
     and the roton minimum in liquid He II
                    Takeji KEBUKAWA '
Depart:nent of Physics, College of General Education
          Osaka University, Toyonaka
     Die Abhangigkeit der Phonongeschwindigkei-t und des
Rotonminimums von Temperatur wird aus dem mikroskopishen
                                     eeGesichtspunkt untersucht. Durch die Uberlegung des Beitrags
aus der in der frUherer Abhandlung gegebenen Wechselwirkung
zwischen Quasiteilchen finden wir, dass die Phonon-Roton-
wgchselwirkung und die Roton-Rotonwechselwirkung spielen eine
                       e-grosse Rolle in der Abhangigkeit der Phonongeschwindigkeit
und des Rotonminimums von Temperatur. Das Resultat der Rechnung
stimmt mit dem Experiment "uberein.
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gl. Introduction
     The elementary excitations in liquid heiium Ir have been
the object of extensive study for many years. The phonon-
roton type excitation spectrurn wqs proposed phenomenologically
                                                             '
  (1)
             to expZain superfluid properties and thermodynamicby Landau
bahavior of liquid helium U below the'7L-transition temperature.
The existence of such a spectrum was demonstrated by the direct
                                                'observation oE single excitations from' inelastic scattering of
              (2)
                  The curve H.W. in Fig B--2 indicates theslow neutrons.
experirnental results obtained by Henshaw and Woods at T=OOK.
The experimental spectrurn H.W. clearly shows the existence of
the phonon-roton type excitations, as has been proposed by
       (1)Landau .
    '
     A quantum theory of the excitations was developed by
Feynman and cohen.(3) rn their calculation, the exc' itation
energy is expressed in terms of the structure factor of
liquid heiium. Inserting the observed results into the structure
factor in the formula of the excitation energy, they obtained
           'the excitation spectrum of which agreement with experimental one
was good qualitatively but was not quantitatively.
     On the other hand, progress has been made along the
microscopic point of view by many autiterS. Bogoliubov<4) derived
a phonon-like elementary excitation spectrum in the low rnomentum
region on the basis of the assumption that the finite fraction
of helium atom was condensed into the zero-momentum state at
T = OOK, and hence the creation and the annihilatibn operator of
                   'helium atom at zero mornentum (ao and a6) might be replaced by
                       (5)No. Parry and ter Haar , however, have shown that the .
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dep!etion of the zero-mornentum state amounts to 270g if we take
                    (6)
                       excitatÅ}on spectrum which was obtainedthe Brueckner-Saw da
on the basis of Bogoliubov formalism and the method of t-matrix.
     Miller, pines and Nozieres(7) have emphasized that the
phonon-phonon interaction is indispensable to account for
the observed excitation spectrum. rn the Bogoliubov formalismr
however, the assurnption that ao = a6 = No = c--number ignores
the quantum fluctuation of the number of condensed atoms and
hence does not lead to a unique expression for the phonon-
phonon interaction. This difficulty has been overcorne by
               (8)
                  by describing a Bose system in terms of theSunakawa et al.
colletive variables which are appropriate to represent the
liquid system, and the theory gives a microscopic theoretical
version of the Landau quantum-hydrodynamics. The introduction
of the coliective variables yields a definite expression of
             .
the phonon--phonon interactions.
     By taking into account the contributions of the definite
phonon-phonon interaction, Sunakawa, Yamasaki and the present
author9)'10) have developed the theory of the excitation
energy of liquid helium !r at T = OOK on the basis of the method
which is slightly different from that of the standard perturbation
theory, and obktased the convergent results for the correction of
  '
the excitation energy. Their results of the phonon-roton type
excitation energy which are shown by the curve Ei: in Fig B-2
are in good harrnony with experimental curve H.W. On the basis
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of the same convergent formula for the excitation energy at T = OOKr
              (11)
                  have derived the multi-branch structure ofrecently, they
the excitation spectra which have been confirmed experimentally
                (12)by Woods et al..
     The temperature dependence of the excitation spectrum in
liquid helium !r, especially the phonon velocity and the roton
minimum, was observed experimentally by many authors. Recently
Dietrich et ai.(i3) have made measurements of the temperature
dependence of the roton minimum by inelastic neutron scattering.
Fig. 5 shows their experimental results which indicate that
the roton-minimum decreases as te:nperature increases. Very
accurate measurements of the temperature dependence of the
phonon uelocity have been made by Whitney and Chase by making
use of pulse techniques deveioped by Chase. Their results for
iMc/s ,'sound waves in helium under the saturated vapour pressure
are shown in Fig. 3, which is written in a greatly expanded scale
for the phonon velocity. A small maximum in the phonon velocity
is observed at about O.650K. Fig. 4 shows ehe whole behavior of
the temperature dependence of the phonon velocity, and shows
rapid decrease of the phonon velocity in the region of temperature
from l.5eK to 2.190K. A theoretical interpretation of the
existence of a smali maximum in the phonon velocity has been
given by Khalatonikov et al.(15) Qn the basis of the phonorneno-
logical kinetic equations for the distribution functions of
phonons and rotons which are regarded as classical gases,
respectively. From microscopic point of view, ter Haar et al.(l6)
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have developed a theory for the temperature dependence of the
phonon velocity on the basis of the perturbation theory at
finite temperature, by assuming Landau(1) phenornenozogical
phonon-phonon interactions. They, however, considered only
a part of all diagrams which contribute to the self-energy,
and the neglected diagrams give divergent results.
     The purpose of this paper is to calculate the temperature
dependence ot the phonon velocity observed by Whitney and Chase
and of the roton minimurn revealed by Dietricket al.,;.by
taking into account the effect of all diagrams which contribute
to the second order self-energy. The difficulty of the
divergence of the self--energy which arises from .the diagrams
ignored by ter Haar and others will be removed with the aid of
the rnethod proposed in the previous papers(9),<10)(refered to
as r and !z hereafter), and later by Nishiyama.(17)
     Section 2 is devoted to the derivation of a divergence
free forrnula for the excitation spectrum at finite temperature.
Zn g3, the temperature dependence of the phonon velocity is
calculaeed quantitatively on the basis of the formula derived
in g2t and is compared with experirnental results(14) to have
  -
                                                          'a good agreernent. rn g4, the temperature dependence of the
roton minimum is calculated to yield also a fairly good
                           (13)
                                rn Appendix A, we shallagreement with expe irnents.
present a re'sume' of the collective description. Some lemmas
which are necessary for the collective description will be
prbved in Appendix C. The formula of the exeitation energy and
its results.Wlll be shown in Appendix B.
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                                   '
g2. The excitation energy at finite temperature
                                      '
     Consider a system of N interactina heliurn atorns of mass
m enclosed in a cubic box of volume V. The HaTniitonian of this
system is described in terms of ?e>e(sod)g(ntgs>sc\ fluctuation operator
9k and the velocity operator vk zn the following
form
  ' H:EbB"i?EkBB'kBk",Z,:,t",li(PA)(B'i5-Ei'is!{be'Bf-gEi;Bp)
                           ?+& "o
                        + K,i,,rb (e%)(%+ %+ s%, eq+ &t6 &6) (a.t)
                          ?-kBib
up to the order of N- }, where
      E6g •---- -!)iliS( l :!2N-i) v co) + ;ic• ]ili,Il ( EIIi -• .,l5Zli -- •Y• y<kl)
                                                           '
      '
gives the ground state energy in the lowest approxirnation. The
               '' B<A-).Bogoliubov
 excitation energy Ek zs expressed by .
       ER--.k.3,/g",==-,,--kwtk2+cÅée) • (a•a)
                 '
           '
and the structure factor 7N)? in the lowest approximation is
                         '
                              '
       7xt, == k/ma) (h.,)
7, where
cpa)==
and V(tc)
potential
rb(prg) in
Z..-l----..-.- vN..tvrtyde)
indicates the Fourier transform
between two helium atoms. The
 (2.1) are given by
 of the interaction
functions ra(p,g> and
V.(p,%)    t
=
  glrl N
rdXi;XiiXFi [(ixct)(i + Ai),i) -(gi}•!i}rp) (
i" ivKm>-(a•e,`i)(i+ h
1
Ai"'fi )
and
Y,de.s)    l
"' 8 N
>Yg•isl[(iP`i)(l-- i
The detailed derivation of
in Appendix A.
     The excitation energy in liquid heliurn !r at finite temperature
is calculated by making use of the method of a temperature
             'Green-function(i9) defined by
       a(E, z-L')- -Tt(eela-")TE(E},(c) Bik(t))) (a.s)
jvii)-Wrw)(i-"N)-e•re)(i+tl,,&).
                                 (a ,4)
the Hamiltonian (2.l) will be found
8r where
        Bk(z>= eH.'iiBR-eH'i:
                              .
The symboZ Tz indicates the chronological operator concerning a
temperature " C . The second order self-energy is given by the
                                    '
                                                     llfollowing three diagrarns shown in Fig.-1.
Fta.1
From
write
three diagrams (a), (b), (c) in Fig.-1, we can readily
 down the expressions'
2tf"ta,to.). is x-?i;-;i {;(ll\kagl))2q"",(gui,")Gl,(lpLk,-cQrt,--a-in),
Sf!b?th,aJn)=s* iStZZ rb(k,p)2Gr,e,(e,t>tr.(Mk,-ck)ki+cvh)
             v n' P
(a.6)
Q.n)
and
C'(k?t, cx)rL)= zv*?im' lli,1 2ii rb ig to2eqorcunl) er, Cpk, ulit, -(ÅíhN) Q.8)
9for the proper self-energy. Zn the above equations, aro(p,On)
is the Fourier transform of the free temperature Green-function
given by
           eb<pJulas)='t-----pt-•,>i,.-}EBiis ' (a•))
, where COn = 2nlLige (n = Or Å}lr ....). After taking the
summation concerning n and replacing icDn-by ER+in, we get the
                                                      -- lsecond order excitation energy at a temperature T = (KB(S)
in the following form,
    2S"('k)rk)==--L;F-,iltllkllifiliffl,EiBs.E#,,-4ii-iilhi{SSII:,Es,Eptf}kn(EpB), (a•l6)
                                 '
    Zl`Oek)EiBk>-ctili-EiVll}l}lillkifi-(i,ii;z,.-)li,;,.,n+zi-i:l,l:illlSIIiSil}ii.-ill iB..Es,,,,?i'n(E\)(6iii)
and
    ZicIR)ER)=-4'li;tEif,;ili)iillEillE&, i.Es,,n(7t(ES)-2't(tfi"<)) (ai3)
   '
, where
    orL(kB)- .eeB-, '
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From (2.IO), (2.11) and (2.l2), the excitation energy Ebec(T)
at T is written by
      Ei,cT> = ER + Zf?'k,di,>+Z!b'(k,EiBi)+zF`'(R,EiB2) , (a.i")
     D. ter Haar and others(i6) derived a simiiar resuit to
calcuiate the absorption coefficient of the first sound in
liquid helium tt on the basis of the Landau phenomenological
Hamiltonian. They consider only the effect of =<C) (RrElle in
(2.14) and do not take the contributions from Z(a) (R,Ell) and
z(b)(R,ER) into consideration. since :Z!La)(R,ER) and
i[i(b) (RrER) piay a very important roie in the temperature
dependence of the phonon velocity and the roton minimum, as
will be seen later, we must consider the effect of the new
terms z(a)<R,ER) andE!ib)(R,ER) in (2.i4). However the first
terms on ehe right hand side of (2.10) and (2.11) are strongly
divergent. Zn order to avoid this serious difficulty, we make
use of the rnethod proposed in the previous paper z(9). !n
this papert the excitation spectrum at zero ternperature has
been calcuiated to yield a convergent result which is in good
agreement with the experiment.(2 ) Nishiyama(i7) derived
later essentially the same result by making use of the ordinary
perturbation formalism. Since the method of Nishiyama is more
convenient for the present approach than the originaZ method
in rt we use his method to overcome the difficulty.
     Let us now introduce the Feynman energy ER (3) defined by
      Ei"2 - .TS:i ls(k) ,. ' Q. ,s)
                                                         ll
                                             '
S(R) is the structure factor of liquid helium :I at OeK:
       ,S(k)- <ql?k9tRIGt>1<Gs&> -7xi, <qKBtlBlk)(Bk+Bi'iL)lc}->1<qlQ> (/gt l6)
, where IG> denotes the ground state of the total Hamiltonian
(2.l). After the straightforward caiculation, we have
       slp)==AR+4JNi<IV/if,;ill$liil],,va,,,,Ris,rteqB(r'g,k,$re)\$..D}.(a/7)
              '
                      KNa. a
                           '
Substitution of (2.17) into (2.l5) gives ' '
      Eii=Eisk--2ig::i{(itiii-:EliESI3i+llili+Eili32•+iiR7iiillliYillilifk:iiiEiB it,Eip+Eig,J}
in the second-order approximation. Frorn (2.14) and (2.18)
W9geik,,,.,EiF2.aji;rqa?):I(Ri!i,i-,EBi;Bi':-l,Bi,,tr)t(K,',kkl),(i,tLl,LIE,l.,PB,',il.IIo)'Ja
          -{'iS,lg\&,EqB(R,2EitkB2n(ej)+4iiS,lil}Silk-KEBsBi,,nn(sB)
          -4iil iiii-lll{iil}Ei;iiin(t!fB)-t`n(EAR)) . (a.}g>
                                                         i2
                       '
The second terrn on the right hand side of (2.19) is independent
of temperature T and gives the correction term for the Feynman
        F
           at zero temperature. This correction ter!n isenergy E
        R
strongly convergent in contrast to the first terms inZSia)(R,ER)
and Z(b) (R,ER). on the other hand, the third, fourth and
g$g:,g:g:S.2",X2e.;i2,iX,2.g:d.;lg:.:;f:i.(2:ig) give the temperatu..
                                                         l3
                              '
g3. The temperature dependence of the phonon velocity
     In this section we shall investigate the temperature
dependence of the phonon velocity on the basis of the forrnula
(2.19) derived in the preceding section. The temperature
dependent part 8EK(T) in (2.19) is given by -
       g'EIk(T) == 8't,fil,')(T>+Et•(iR)cT) tsSRi)cT) . (3. t)
, where
      gÅë)cT)=-4ii!i.f;2}y\tx.rzE3k,PEi.krt(aj), ao
      gb-cR)cT)-47gl-islli!l$IE.4B.flXon(eg)
      a-ljC2:"'(T)="iFgi)iiE,{iifill.lli,lkliltillgp{'rL(Åë)-n(qilt<>}, <3•g)
          '
on taking the real part of (2.i9). The symbol(P indicates
Yo take the principal vaZues for the integrals. rn order to
                            Bproceed further, we replace ER involved On the right hand
side of (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) by the experimental excitation
spectrum Ek at zero temperature. This replacement may be
plausible if we take the higher order corrections into
consideration.
l4
     The deviation of the phonon velocity from that of
temperature is given by
       Sc(T) == scaD<T) + sc!b)(r) + Ec(CIT)
             : &.l;t, ti'{Ei R'cT)+EESi'cT)+gEIE)cr)} .
                                         '
                                     'we now first calculate the contribution-from E)c(a)<T)
gc(B)(a?). since we can put
          Ek"$ra
zero
and
(3.S)
and
---'
?, k/c (3.6)
in the limit of
  (a+b):SC CT)=
       ==
+(P) =wp2uP
k-O, we have
 E cSabcT) + Edb)cT)
-a{Å}igS.:-B--ils'{
            .>
 X2 (b i )? "
Ftw)}.
'lp(eFfp- i)
is the phonon velocity
out the integration in
mornentum integration by
(3,7)
, where C =
rn order to
the region
 3X-Z
 carry
of the
at
(3.
 an
B. 2)
zero temperature.
7), we separate
 appropriate
15
momentum Pc into two parts, that is, the phonon region and
the roton region. Then we have
       Erc(a+b)cT)----zs:.il)y,ili2csci2(,,:).{g,fR(p)fdp.(I.l(?)F3cip} (?g)
rn the phonon region, we can replace E p and Np by cp/2rn and
p/cr resepctively, and we can extend the finite range of the
integration to infinity without introducing any appreciate
error in virtue of the existence of the statistical factor
n(Ep), and we have the contribution 8c[S"?)
                                            frorn the phonon
region as
        s(i([ili!ib,)(T)=---•i-itlliZoxc2-ii.lllllil]ilzillli[ c3lo)
, where we have used the fact that 1>>7S?. rn the roton region,
we can put
           7NR '.'--v i
and
           E2"--N-A"ti.(P-k6)t . . (3.Il)
, where
and
A=laxio-i6 `v-u&,
N=io-M a
k.= 1,fi Aei
e•
16
By
we
making use of (3.11) and by retaining the dominant
have
  g(!(ec'obt')tr)c:Åít{-zX(sllk).-V-iNilipaAkt6e-eAgk).gf.iSpeE{i}Ii8Si2-}
          '-v----.i,il}/.iVgrN,s"Gt9"25,g/rr,,,e-eT
terms,
(3.IQ)
r where we have used the fact that
          gLGIf .'pS\"il3S2., (ll"otPp e-FtP2 --- an2LkkbT . (3 'g)
          Po -be
                'Collecting (3.IO) and (3.l2), we can write
    Kcfo'Dor)---,F,-gic2iil.IIIillilK.")g-.iilij.-"N-il.etSlli)25Illlliie--`i:l.: (gk)
     we next calculate E7c(C)(T) in (3.5). In the limit of
                                       'k->O, the energy denominator and the statistical factor in
'
                          '(3.4) vanish simultaneously. Therefore we must expand thera
around Illi71 == o, and retain only nonvanishing lowest terms.
:n the phonon region lpl,v O, we can write
    sctceT)=:-•t"2isi.iiy-)2XcgdpSldLpua/l,l,,l"(:;`yi-,),i],lei>EfilJ`AM`Eir')(on"iii}')(,.)
17
, where use is made of (3.6) in the integrand and the vertex
function rlb(prtc) is approximated only by the term which have
                                                          'lowest power in p. The angular integration gives
     &c("eT)- --tit, 61,I3),il FcS,CdPpp"{•2`o 6 -- 9 I]n(ii`{t; -il;r2)) '}i(Ei)(in(Elr))t(? i o
, where we have used the relati,on
          l 7?Ep 1 = aStn`•i (I- 3`'lj' P2)
and the expansion coefficient cx= 2.2 Å~ lo37g-2 cm-2 sec2 is
obtained with the aid of the energy spectrurn calculated in the
previous papers Z and II. Carrying out the integration in
(3.16), we find
      scc"itLT)- - •2]/li!2-ili cz,; (Illl2ililll ))", {s>.o.6 "3 .{!., (ff,ftt -(I•-il,ilg)} (3•ig)
          '
, where we have replaced p by 3kBT/C in the logarithmic term
of the integrand of (3.l6), and the other factor in the integrand
of (3.16) has a maximurn value for this value of p. On the other
hand, the contribution of the integral from the roton region
is negligibly small. This comes from the fact that the leading
terrn of the integrand in (3.4) is propotional to (p--ko), since
the order of magnitude of the statisticai factor in the roton
region p2ko is given by a- }--sAB •(p--ko) and the energy denominator
is ck12m. ' ,
l8
for
 Collectina(3.14) and (3.!7),
the temperature dependent part
  gccT) = gc(a+b)(T) + sctctr)
      ---i.i:liitili]•c2:';G,-,-.-:tiii,{,3,,ljT)'3"-',,i,Iii/6,'ilii'
        -igl/g2i'V<-rc2ig(ts?tizi,T)Illi{jto6'-'
we
 of
have
 the
the final result
phonon velocity;
",.t3')2regt.--eT
is.e,<sigEiE,h)}. (8.12)
rntroducing the
c='
M.N
numerical values
  e•--1gA
       )
4s, s a3
and
pt = a.as to3n afcpfi2ma2' ,
we have the yesuit
                                         .&•s5K
        EI;ccr):io.gT".2.ttT")-s:7xio"ff(5]T (TgempIIil;o . (3,iv
:n the expression (3.19), the first term oen the right hand side
is the contribution from the phonon region and the second term
cornes from the effect of the roton region. The first terrn
gives increase of the phonon velocity as temperature rises,
and the second terrn, on the other hand, decreases the phonon
19
velocity. This behavior of the second term is indispensable
for explaining the experimental results of the temperature
dependence for the phonon velocity which show characteristic
decrease. We should note here that this second term comes
from (3.1) and (3.2) which are not considered in the theory of
ter Haar et al.. The numerical result of (3.l9) is shown in
Table--ri and compared with the experimental result(14) in Fig.-3
and Fig.--4.
     -
     !q51er Fta.3 'Ft6.4
                  N
                                   N
Although the position of the maximum point of the theoretical
curve is slightly larger than the experimental one in Fig.--3,
the whole behavior of the theoretical curve is very similar
to the measured one.
     rn conclusion, we can see that the phonon velocity increases
Flightly due to the effect of the phonon--phonon interaction up
to O.60K, and the phonon-roton interaction becomes effective
above O.60K to decrease strongly the phonon velocity. We can
further expect that the phonon-roton interaction also playsan
important role in the temperature dependence of the absorption
coefficient of the first sound in liquid helium !r, and this
                                                  'problem is now under consideration.
                                                            20
g4. The temperature dependence of the roton minimum
     In this section we shall study the temperature dependence
of the roton minimum A. The deviation of the roton minimum
 8rA(T) from that at zero temperature is described from (3.2),
(3.3) and (3.4) by
                                                        (4.D
       EAcT)=EtsCa>ct)+eACb)cT)JtaAk)cT) .
                                                       '
       gtN(q)or)=-4]i;zf:.pliiil}E3jligtsEl(,I?tl3)ikrn(Ep), (4•2)
       cApa'(T)=zvZi-(Pz:.2il]itilil- ;,g,p$I]IE,l,&k,71cEp) (4•3)
and
       SA(Cc'T)= -4Zp `12 :g lill?li2Ipl{Oi (-hre)-OiCEptk,)) , (4• `F)
 where
            Ikl= ke )
            Fk. =A
and
            Ak,.c,i. - . (4.S)
As in the case of the phonon velocity, we sepa,rate the region
of the momentum integrations of (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) into
two parts, that is, the phonon region and the roton region.
We first consider the contributions from the phonon region
(pivo) by using the folZowing approximated relations ;
21
r,(k,p)a.-N
 l LkZp
elri)3N C. L ,
and
The
and
fie, +Fp ' E;?tie. : JUX ,
7b(k,p)2'-N:erilry-k-4ck3pam2g,
'Eh,,-Ep-•E!i,.,.R, .-.-S.El ,
r,(p,k)q"tikge"P
 Elq,' Ei)tte,"-Ep = aA .
substitution of the relations in (4.6) into
(4.4) and the momentum integrations give
(4.2),
(", 6)
(4.3)
sze(sli" p'
a,)(T)
..-=.i!-k-+S!le61)"
  6oNc•tqSts ' (4.q)
g (b) cT) = -- gitli. NV cki (il.i{zTi3
(4. $)
and
81$,(T)..-t"i,-Vk.g st(.k,6T 2", .a,xbPmG.ff)2 tÅéx,l2Sl
(4. 1)
                                                        22
                            '
  where in (4.8)
        A.gbdOhL-e----,,i}i-ftr-N.-gt.`f, . •
           o
and in the second term of (4.9) we have used the fo!lowing
      i
                         '
        E? Sr( i?+R"S '- ko>2 ,,,,,, e--F "2 . ' (4.lo)
Collecting (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9), we have the expression for
the temperature dependence of the roton minimum
      (siizts,i,it,ct)==-g/i(l.ixc.iziit-(gls!ipm.,.i-.yi'--llliv,a•-il-:•-,R,g"ge..."
               +,",,2iili?I)?(.Idi'i51Zt/Iil,g.)2(iii?T (z+.it)
                                        '
from the phonon region.
     We next calculate the contributions from the roton region
"Pi,vko) by using (4.5) as the approximated relations for
Ep and7tp in the integrands of (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4). The
contributions from the roton region are given by
       sAC"d)it,cT)=-igiiyilri;-tew/(2.k}EEzz,,tk))"ryt(A+t"(p-ka)2),(4.i2)
23
    grA(b,',bct)=-osi).TiU-i; A?'E"iS:ab" `n(Atti(p-k,y) <4 ig)
and
    grzS'&l,,cr)= -<sX)BQr2F Agt:X ilS2>(PRk. )"i tyz(A+ilx(p-laJ) '7t(EbFtk))(4 ,.)
, where we have used the fact that lpltvko. The integrations
on the right hand side of (4.12), (4.13) and (4.l4) are to be
carried out for two regions whan (p+kol is in the phonon region
and when it is in the roton region, respectively. After the
integrations for theseregions, we obtain
     CzlllMcT)- --- ,tN,-'NV"'-l$.I- glln>2,(:llii ({ii-ii:iV
                 -.;!--kst.CZ)2;gkasi2)Z.-ts"1 (4.ts)
                         cSA(kZk-} ,        gru2N
8Apawtt
)
tr)- -- ,ili, ili 3." (r,.ivsCZ)Z Åí2.2,),,, (iii
        + (sma.2Q .liLDLavvs )
4
lztST
(V. 16)
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and
                      '     &Z!gi',t)CT) r.N..: ($?n,aSLQ JtEitwt," )
for the contributions from the roton region. In (4.15) and
(4.l6), we have written down explicitly only the leading terms,
and the other small terms are negligible compared with t' he
leading terms.
     CoUecting (4.11>, (4.15> and (4.16), we have the final
result for the deviation of the roton minimum frorn that at
zero temperature 7
      sA(T)==-,ai.4.xck62(ltX?ilil3--g\,2i\i{I"?G-.g!tiQ.I.:),ik"
               -`,i,Ii2 ili- llli" t.CmZ)2 lll.ll,{y, EÅíT .
By using the numerical values of the constants A,c, V/N and
ko given in the preceding section, we obtain the result
             ii;A<T> = - ",gTxs'oifiT3-3.sxt6tll`"-lu,sxl6'SJ i= (i"`hdwa). (l.is)
Fs.s Tube.ll
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The first and second terms in (4.l8) are the contributions
from the phonon region to the roton minimum, and the third
term in (4.l8) is the correction term from the roton region.
From (4.l8), the numerical values for the roton minimum
 4(T) =A+84(T) are shown in Table--2 and compared with
experiments(13) in Fig.-s2frorn which we find that the theoretical
result is in fairly good agreement with-the experimental one.
     rn concthusion we can see that the roton rninimum gradually
decreases due to the effect of the roton-phonon interaction up
to O.70K, and begins to decrease rapidly above O.70K by the
effect of the roton-roton interaction.
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Appendix A
     Collective description and phonon-phonon interaction
                                                 '
     We consider a system of N interacting helium atoms of
mass m enclosed in a cubic box of volurne V at T = OOK.
The Hamiltonian for our systern is given by
     H == ii-akirZt(}+i(aR 'Si{,i,,p,Vv(k) a+R a2+i ast+teqe-R ' 04-i)
, where V(k) is the Fourier transform of the effective
interatomic potential V()(L). The commutation relations are
                  'given by
                                   '
          [ak)(k+i,,)= Ek,h, , [aR,ak,]= [q+R,a+k,]=o , (A-a)
     In this appendix, we rewrite the original Hamiltonian
(A-1) in terms of the collective variables which are appropriate
to describe the collective behavior of the system. As the
coUective variables, we first introduce the density fluctuation
operator and the current operator defined by
        ?k =: >iil a'eiRap
and
                                                    '
        g)k=ZpPCIIi)-sl6Gp+ty.. . (A--3)
A-- 2
From (A--2) and (A-3), we can readily derive the following
commutation relations,
                           ..A,
        [?k,eRt]=O, (.gR,ek,J]- IR`PRi-R
and
                                 s
         [gCr,',gg,,,)-- <g"R"mtl?a-gGR',R,k,) , (A-.,)
where
         Kk - <g"R' ,gCi) ,gtsR') , in -- (k,,k.,k,).
                        --)`One cannot treat 9R and ak as a ea.nonical set of variables
because of the fact that the commutatot between 8-`S Rand PRi
is not a c-number, and the third commutation relation in (A-4)
does noe vanish even for the case lt? =kl. As the canonical
variables for ?k , howevert we can introduce the new collective
                                      Avariables, i.e. the velocity operator "Lie , defined by the
integral equation
                 '
         '"ua,--ilirgl, -- `k-S,,Pe.R'i[E, , Cti•-sj>
where ff= Po =iiL a+p ap • '
From <A-4> and (A-5), we can prove the cornmutation relations
        YifR,Pki] =k'8R,R,
                '
                                                     M--6)
and
                  '
        [viEl', Wti,' ] =o
                       •2
                                                     A-3
where the last commutatSon relation in (A--6) will be derived
                                              --...sin the appendix C. Xn contrast to the case of 8R t the new
variables 'i< do commute exactly with eRi, for ltlikl t and we
can rew=ite (A-5) in the following form : ,
        `6;R--ii)--Ci)k ---ilpill,'61,ef-p, . (A-ij)
!t should be noted that the commutation-relations (A-6)
coincide precisely with thoSe assumed by Landau(l), except
the fact that the second commutation relation in (A-6) vanishes.
     Zn order to express the Hamiltonian (A-1) in terms of
the collective variab!es, we now introduce a projection
operator defined by
     P(II?-'ll?') == Zp Qptteil'(]i/lae, -'ili,?Qp+R's-if-l ii)-"ni'iGl:'O+lintR' -' -" ' ,(A"7).
                             m
which will be proved in (C-8) to be
      P(R-ki)= "gkR, ' (A- -g)
for the case oÅí Bose system. Noting the relation (A-9), we •
.insert (A-8> into (A-1) and hence the kinetic energy T is
    T == ;thi,Z,k, ka-kqif)tR-1if-l lt/ q+?tR, aRt -aZ,Ig,L il,iiR,kq+Rqp,Rkep-s) iS k'(jli,,,aRt.y->,
                                                         (A--1o)
Introducing the relations
     liL Rdk%,p == g"p-Å}ppf ,•-
A-4
and
ikq'ta,ak = g--.i -gppp a-ID
into (10), we obtain
   T- ,in{:i;g,ks"? -•iil.;,gp-rvi p7?-rri s'.ia+--- >
       +.--i-.{>I:III3pvkPp-i,ttS'ef-er-}eH"ei+s••)
      - g".i" [ i 8•(z"pkPp-ey -N-' 3"pS >-i,,k•({i5 kf Pipilr P?"
                                       '
ee fr Pa-?ma )""'>
(A -•P)
!n order to express (A--12) in terms of the velocity operator
defined by (A-5), let us cons'ider in detail the first term
on the right-hand side of (A--12). The first series can be
transformed into the following form :
    ."Xsa,ksA,-k,,g"pspzz-,'g,+sss>
    s
=
  awt
{eZ.Lnv,ifpiPevkPe"reV'-:ie"'ieZ:-,pip,fp'Pp'verf p,ze Pe'42 "ifP it "''S• .)
.
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NotÅ}ng that ?6= itr, we divide each term of the last
expression into two parts, i.e. the part of p' = p and that
Of p' i Pt and obtain
   ti(ig-,fta-",-i,,af,ss.ks"-z+•s•)
     : alii [ ,Z,,tt'if? Pg',pifp" 'rlilptil,e,"V-S:e, Pal--p'fl' ev'tp"t"""ipv
                         pte
                      -3Z,:..;'-u-S;pepiiltrpv•,i'Ax};"i--3Z,Lmaix-n"pfp,p-ffiPewf:;pg,2sN,',
                   +••s }. (A-l3)
All the terms cancel out except the first term on the right
                                      'hand side of (A-i3), and we have
     tJ[ii;gpilfg})-i,,g--,-rw(Pet-ffisA2-s-)-ttll,ll,ifppti),zÅë'i (A-t4)
rn the quite similar way, we obtain
    -tl{-X(Sftpp-??-rr'g,>-,z,,g(g,-rvipi.kp,-f,kpz,ee,)+sss}
                                         tt
     =` -" tt iil P'(Xfp ep-ep Vpl)--• Ii; 2il/i G-,SL)
with the
       .energy zs
aid of the
 expressed
commutation
by
relations (A--6). The interaction
                                                       A-- 6
  -3'ii,IIil, "v@• <iili, C!+]l}t(le!vRLCIsi-•iR. = "i",--"vco)•-ii"if, lillii.iT,VesO+;itrli{i,,Yi SiOeRP-R,, (A`-i6)
    2i
where N is the total number of the particles in our system and
the operator Sf has been replaced by a c-number N by virtue
                                                  'of the fact that the total number of the particles is always
conserved.
     Collecting (A-14), (A-15) and (A-16), we find the Hamilt6nian
expressed in terms of the collective variables in the
                                     'following form :
   H - {Niiillli-ii)y(b)-",-III,y(i i) -tN illil, kiZ}
        +ii{:I.gVi,•iEk+(,,S,?2,,+igg.9)e,fl,}
        +2Z,ft[tNV";pP"?U-'z'+iiil{ii>cesz)Ppliip.ttPa)-• --- , c4-t7)
         Ptfite
The second term of the Hamiltonian (A-i7) can be regarded as
                      'the free part, and the third and higher terms give the phonon-
phonon interactions.
-
     rf we introduce the operators Bh and BE by
       Pk=ma(eq'eq)
      VR -,ptkxi(B,-B+k) ,
the new operators satisfy the commutation relations
A-7
     YB,,B,i,]-o , [B+i,,
and
    [Bk , B+k,] - Sk,k,
                     '
  where
      AR - klJE5 ;6Ii5
and
      c(R)--4---Ywtvde)
Znserting (A-l8) into
of the Hamiltonian:
      H= Ho +HI
and
where
 .glven
H, rEg .Z
          k
B+lii]=o
2
.
k- iRl
(A"i7), we
Åëeq+%
have the new
(A -l7)
a -2o)
a -2l)
representation
HE• =' {}iil<;i<iX,ft (P'ttut(i')1))`z)iBPB"zf{}'r'Ei>B,-?Eii'BPi!}'B?fz'
        ?fiio
    -3Mkip,QueWjlivll(i'th)[eq'al,$,aj%g.,) ,
        pzto
EoB
 stands for the lowest order ground state energy
by
asg}
ts -2D
A-8
EgmewN(NP
  2V
yco) + Å}K,(k5 - ms
2?rL --
 \vde)) ,
(A -';2s!r)
and
N6-hpm) (A --26?
gives the excitation energy in
The phonon-phonon interactions
by (A-24).
the
of
 lowest appr(siximation.
the order of JbXr are
 .gzven
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Appendix B
Phonon-Phonon interactions and the excitation energy
     Zn Ar we have obtained the definite expression <A-24)
of the phonon•phonon interactions by introducing the collective
                ..-.svariables ?k andVi<. rn this section, !et us derive a formula
for the excitation spectrum in which the effects of the
phonon-phonon interactions are taken into account. However, the
traditional perturbation treatment of the interactions will
produce a strongly divergent result, because the phonon-phonon
interactions <A-24) involve the products of momenta (p•q)..
rf we introduce a cutoff parameter to yield a finite result, the
result will be fortuitous even if it is in good agreement with
experiment for some value of the parameter, because the result
is very sensitive to the magnitude of the parameter.'
     !n order to overcome the difficulty mentioned above, we
now adopt a slightly different method from the standard
perturbation theory. The Schr6'dinger equation for the state
of a single excitationlYk> is given by
       (H -IE,-E'k>1-E"}il >= gE,,,lgi,> ' (B--i)
                                        '
and
               '
       1!hR--LkF+gE}, ,
where Eo is the eigenvalue for the exact ground state IG> of
the total system and Ek denotes the excitation energy of
a single physical phonon. The Feynman excitation energy EF
k
                                                       B-2
       Ell=:(Å},,!l)1(<lstgEIJIIi{illii,l;itii\tRq>lq>>. (B-2)
Along the line of reasoning of the Feynman-cohen theory(3),
 we assume that the single excitation state is approximate!y
expressed by
     1utS}<>:?k'IQ>+Å}i,RCk-p,QPÅí-sPilq>., . (B-3)
where we should note that the first and the second terms on
the right-hand side of (B-3) are not orthogonal to each other.
Zntroducing (B-3) into (B--1), we may obtain a set of equations
     gza<qi Pk P" lq>- -3':,II[,I,kCk-a;pi <qi PR (H -i!b--E"R )PS.,)i eSi i&>
                   '3elli,R,Cig•-g;pi <<i[l PR e"Ri ?d} IGt>EEk (B--4)
and
    :IY2il,I,Ckrsi',n, <ql Pte{ Pn (H - Es-1!i, ) P,'pt, el i q >
                                    '
           = - <q l PR.A e, (H -E, -Ell) PR I Gt> + gEi,<(il eiJ)k-,ff.Y lq> , (B -Sr)
where use is made of the sum rule
               '
       <GilPR(H-E,-E!FE)eR"lGi>=O' .
The prescription of our method of cale"--ucion is to retain
onlY the lowest nonvanishinq vv-c-rix elements. Hence, the exact
:
                                                        B--3
                                               '
structure factor S(k) is approximated by')"z in the following
wayr
                                                          '
       <&ekP"q>rd--(qlPReR'iq>-NAR, • ' B-q)
where the state IG) denotes the ground state of the free
Hamiltonian H ;
             o
                                               '
        (H.-Eig)l<ii> =o . (B -- 8)
Because of the approximatSon adopted above, Feynman's
                  Fexcitation energy EK in (B-4) and (B'5) is replaced by
                 B,Bogoliubov's one ER , z.e.
        E"k =(i!'f?lirn)/(l[ql?RpRlq>IN) '-`> Fli :3Ii'Ii 17xR , (B'-9)
Zf we use the same prescription as above for the ground state
energy, the energy Eo which includes the effect of the phonon-
phonon interactions should be replaced by the ground state
        B
           in the nonvanishing lowest approximation.
                                        Tn theenergy E
        o
same way, we have
' <(il PR,si eD (H -E,--Ek) Ptill-s,i e", lq->
         : (q Pk-QPQ(H-if,-E,)P,+-,ied IG)
         : (EBR-2 'Ei -ER))NR-g>yt (EQ,Q't8QCkre)N2 ,
                    '
                  '
where the excitation energy ER rernains as it is. Zntroducing
(B-9) and (B-10) into (B-4) and (B-5), we rnay readily obtain
                                                       B-4
   gEt(=-nZ,,2NxisIA. <qtR.Blk ,fl (ili.ii Bii.)R'iG>i2 (g-,,)
and
   l-ii,z>=Pk'lq>-il[riilL;-,,wwt.Xix,e..,((",sE.g,E.,,)-.X'1g>P,'ii,IR'-,)q>.(B-i2)
rn the course of derivation of (B-ll) and (B-12), the second
terrrts on the right hand sides of (B-4) and (B-5) have been
neglected, since they can be regarded as higher order terms
in coTnparison with other retained terrns.
     The calculation of the matrix elements in (B--11) and
(B-12) should be carried out in the same spirit as the
calculations of (B-9) and (B-10) ; that is, we take only the
lowest nonvanishing value of the rnatrix element. Since the
matrix elements in the numerators of (B-ll) and (B--12) have
odd density operators, it is required for us to take the phonon
-phonon interaction Hr into account, and the physical ground
state iG> is written as
    l(Ei->t: 1q) + E6s-i H,Hzl`ii')
      '
       =lGt)-smirNeZ,]'QEi'SIklFEIil+Es+ss,al;j,illlA,ii(/')i')fi)Bli)i3"Ft`iR':i`e)IG).(B--i3)
                   Pt?to
                   'By making use of (A-24> and (B-13), we have
B-•5
 <qi e, emo p" lq>
 C"Åí'illliii;g,,IIFtffSliiiklii'GSB"!}6'?i!li<!illl,il:,}},(ll")Y,']ll;1,l,iliillllll/ lX,{,@}iBfi'Bir}"B"pBlti}'`eekiG)
 ="TSIIIri?N3 { ik'O)Akt ( ltA wh > t(k'k -e>A2 ( ii Aie,pAe> <k• k-2 )Ak ( lt AA Ae-i? )> /(llpll 'IS"tkB)
                                     (B-14)
and
 <ql e2 Pk-, (H -E9) etct IGt>
  `':<q)PpPRtHzP+kiq)-iff,"fiavR>-L-:,g4en,,aj,gB,?KllillARXklAs(i+iv/X3)
                  ret$ IK)
     Y{ CGil B-f) Igir,,) ig"i (iZ', BLik, (H,-E?>E\+t 1Gr) + Gl B2 Biiz-•2 (",-E9) S,,2B'il) i3'le-Q T3'i l Ci> li
 = S,lliiJii9s e,Z. :,,fl4,lll,'))esii (ttNXfu> XkXk-s )2 (qiii}i) i}),d-2Bt g{i Bmts+ilt i q)
   -ikffillill2!1)'il,Ii)(1"N)M,,,,,,(t•-Af)Ac})ma(Glf}tBR-,`!t{liBLII),st3LiB'iLIGt)
        e"to
   -- -iglliii X,,,t (p•g)Il,,l,IIii,,,it ( t.)le)kl)Jxiis<il;5rA (al E{) Bip,)B`t, liii+i cBi2, Iii+,lq>
      P-vGllb
  == anTSIIIii3ÅÄ {qe•s?)Ak-p ,(Rsk--A)x2} . (B-s)
B-6
     .By using
yields
   <ql Pk-p
    :2fllllliif/XR
(B-l4) and (B-15), the straightforward calculation
eQ(H-rk-Ei:)Pk"1G>
  { (kZt Q2+ de-n)Z)(k• k-Q )X2s (1-A2Rt ) +<kiQ ))il-s (i-A} )- 2abo)(ltz•R-p)Q-h e)Z}
                                                        .
                      eQARAR.Q -}<I2-2)3Mzle +. R2A2Aiee (B-l6)
rnserting (B-l6) into (B-ll), we have a fundamental formula
for the excitation energy in the following forrn ;
          R-Åë,gE}, == EB(i-nR), (3-io)
where 'r ik indicates the ratio of the correction due to the
phonon-phonon interaction to the Zowest Bogoliubov excitation
energy ER and is determined by the equation
       A3 --- [{tft2Z+ee-2)Z>{ (hR S))XS(l"'j6t,2),MsP)Aft.,D(l-)le2)--t•ajlit•O)CRskre)(Ae-"AR..,At)ie]2
  nk=stitfli?kat
Å}t should be
(B•-Z8)
(>k= l) as
strongly
function
standard
use a simple
Dik (ÅíiA,Jljk{,de-A)lai,XptkZA2Ak{)Z(QX,inQ+ec-A)}aj,A2-k2A2Ak-ia-Yk)) .
                                                (B-1gL)
    noted here that the correction term '7k in
 vanishes for the case of the ngn-interacting system
   they should, and that the integral in (B-18) does
converge irrespective of the forrn of the potential
between helium atorns in contrast to that based on the
perturbation theory. By virtue of this reason, we cor11
    square-well potential <see Fig. B-1)
                                                       B-7
              VA +ec q>v
     vtw) =
             --Vb
                      itn. b>Y>q (B-ig)
                                                 '
              o fet v>b
                   Fig. B-1
                 N
as an idealization of the rea!istic potential, where Va indicates
the height of the repulsive potentiaZ and Vb denotes the depth
of the attractive potential. The parameters a and b represent
the range of the repulsive potential and that of the attractive
one, respectively. !n the case of the realistic potential,
however, the repulsive core is not soft like (B--l9), but is
regarded as a hard core. In this respect, the potential
(B--l9) seerns to be very far from reality. For the hard sphere
potential, however, the FourÅ}er transform of the potential
function produces divergence, because the plane wave does
not vanish in the hard sphere region. In reality, the amplitude
            'of the wave function vanishes in the region of the hard sphere
Potential, and the product of the hard sphere potential and
the wave function rernains to be finite. So long as one uses
the Fourier transform, therefore, use of the hard sphere
potential is not adequate and it should be replaced by a
finite effective potential. From the arguments mentioned
above, we should realize that the height Va of the repulsive
potentiai in (B--l9) does not literally represent the real
B-8
height of the repulsive potential, but gives the effective
magnitude of the hard sphere interaction.
     The Fourier transforrn of the potential (B-19) is given by
                                                 '
                                                   '
            '
    y(k) = S3LllL(x3vb (fn+1)<1-(>()H(l?) .
                                                      (B-20)
   ")< = Mrl,:r(Xt, -b)3 , 'n=VTq/v7b
and
                 ss
    H(k)-i-3,.,,{aue) --. efib)) , ,,-,,,
        '
       swhere gl ,is the first order spherical Bessel function. The
function c(k) defined by (A-21) is written as
     c/?(Rz) •== c2H(Rz) (B•-22)
and
      e=-l-i2---•t T[.!I;l-vi},,-IE2,l3(m+i)ci--cts') .. (B-23)
we now fix the mean density N/v- and the constant c with
                              '
                                        'the observed values '
       N/v' = l/zi.g•,2 fi,-'3
and
                       G --1
       c=-2ii2S =a.ssA ,
where S= St.30*la4 eM/AsLc is the observed phonon velocity.
                                         ooFor the pararneters a and b, we set a = 2.8A and b = 4.4A,
                                                      B--9
which are reasonable values as the rangesof the interaction
potential between two helium atoms. The remaining parameter
should be determined so that we have a reasonable value for
the depth of the square-well attractive potential Vb from
(B-23) and (B-20). rf we choose'X= O.60 which corresponds
to take n = s.s, we have a reasonable value vb =7,a*lo-l6ArLs .
     By using the parameters chosen above, the equation
(B-l8) for '7k is solved numericaZly and the solutions
give the multi-branch excitation spectra shown in Fig. B-2.
Fig. B--2
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Appendix C
   Projection operator and the velocity operator
     In A, we have introduced the projection operator P(k)
and the velocity operator to rewri.te the original Hamiltonian
(A-1) in terrns of the eollective variables. This appendix is
devoted to the proof of the property of the projection operator,
i.e. P(R)zACk)o and the derivation ofJthe second commutation
relation of (A--6).
     The projection operator P(k) is given by
   Pde)= 2Q:%fr %+ tk -taZa,,i %ft whk cteem+k"'`s , (cq')
we transform each term of the right hand side of (C-1) into
   liLC!Q'iliO+le-k=Z2 -i<irqnqt+R-li iS QoilfCNi+R , (c'-2)
                            '
   IZ{,v, (&tiY Pm"ialz-mtk = ,IL,---.ilf flb q2 ilf a+i-ra+k + :Zp.iifa2.in iS ai-")-H<
          '
   ' '- .i'-in'-,,. iii'CID i:lf eah 71> a+R.n,.,k (c--3)
                      R
and so on. Combining the second terms on the right hand side
of (C-2) and (CT3), we have '
     -- iiL iS a2 -1<-il a+p,k -- inptt-,-f<-r-S a2 ilf Pth ili a+2-m+k
                         t
                    '
               '
                  '
   =;Zh,p 'iS' a2 -tK'rS P,vbi<ll'di2.en+R •
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By repeating this procedure for all terms of (C-l), we rewrite
<C-l) in the following form;
                                       '
 i?a<)- Z2 -rt-ii QA qttk -illi6i<ir Pm{17 aAii,atv-m"e'-tr,,apfrPnjS,q+b-M-n+k
                                   '
           pt rt-L ;ii{ iF qQ iS a+p-ne", -iil..i7 (lo`nerf Pn iS o+fo-m-n-tiz]gc-g)
                                 Q.
Using the equation (C-1) in (C-4), we obtain an integral
equation
     I?(R)= li;. i<lf GQ Q}tR --it-'i'i,i<Ii7 Pm I?(k-in)-1-iirl AP(R), (c-•s)'
where A indicatesil1. The integral equation for 2a<) is
rewritten in the following forrn
            Asug+e--!--
     Pde)-- iQv+A .fir+A,Z,. PQ P(k'D) (c--6)
for the case of the Bose system. rn the case of Fermi
system, on the other handt we get
     ?(k)=wifir,.-fi-\.2Zt,epP(R--Q),, (c•--7)
where we should' note the difference of the sign in the
inhomogenous terrn in (C-6) and <C-7). Tterating the equation
(C•-6), we have
   p(b<)=-eigi)e\>211spt,piPR-<nt.fE,Pp(AgR-D,o+Pk-p)
                                                t.
          'ti.ssji-lgst,PpPm(`Eilz-D-m,o+PR-.p-ra)----.• (c-?)
                 mu*o
c-3
Zn the case of Bl=o , the equation (c--8) becomes
  2CO) = i " ft/i.,i'i--;i Ito Pp P-2 '<f<r,t,,,)3eZ,, Pe Pm (57fo)8mm,o" Rg-m )
                            wtio
     = i""<i}'ikts)iii"iis, faj fie '<fir,X)zi]taii:., ee ee '(j<ir,XL)3sll,i,ge2R,n Rp-m
                                           nmco
          .
zn the case of k\o, on the other hand, one can see that
  P(k) :iGielli:. (f<r,i.fll,,ee(AE;R-p,,+Pk-p)
        +(/),e.ss il,,i,7 eD ean(Agk-A-M,,t pR.-,) -- -- -
               raio
      " G. -& -i                       z eo e,-Q
      - ff+A fi't4                      (iCi'rd)31)=vo,R
                     tcfG,.1.y2-Z-:,,.SQPk-Q---
      =
Hence we
O
can
Pin)
for the case
 .
 conclude that
=i8R,.
 of Bose system.
(c-lo)
(c---")
                                                        c-4
On the other hand, we cannot derive the relation (C.-Ll>
for the case of the Fermi system, because of the difference
of the sign in front of PR in the first term on the right hand
side of (c-7).
                                                 ,The proof of the commutation relation [Vti:(t),Vi!2?) =o
is achieved by using the property of the projection operator
•raenfioned above.' rf we introduce the integral equatiorls
defined by
     RR=-$k" q+k -gZ.ilr eg Rk-2 , (c-i2)
and by
                           '
     ;Sk=31?'En'O -i-Z'a',',iS7 PP Sk-Q , (C-i3)
the velocity operator given by (A-5) is rewritten as
     vil = ;ii Rm-RMCLm +zk;ii S`R-mmam . (c-i4)
First we shall show that RR commutes exactly with ap .
We can see frorn (c-l2) that the commutation relation of these
pperators is readiZy given by
    [Gp , RR) - -fiL)• 'isp,R - i:lh qpY il? q+R --- E,, •iS7 Pp RR-o]
              -' kpl, qpo RR-2 -ii,k PQ [%)RR{) .
                  • (C-15)
c-5
By using (c-12), the second term on the right hand stde of
(c-l5) becomes
              t
           "'igQpRk
and the integraX equation (C-15) is expressed as
     [(}p)Rk)= ii78?,R --ii -ti-j qp-2RR-Q -pZi,.N Pp[Lap,R},-p). (c-i6>
Notin3 (C-11)r we find that the first term on the right hand
                                                          'side of (C-l6) cancels out the second term, and hence we
can conclude that
            [qp, Rk]=O. (C-i7)
     We now turn our attention to the proof of the relation
   kxVk=O• By introducing two operators
defined by
      ( ik = Z,. (M -k) RM-kXrn CLm
and by
       .d..bL
       TR =i(m+k>S.t,.mxm P-b ,
                                        'respectively, kxVrR is expressed as
                   '
        Rxv. = - 6k+ilAk
                               .
...nLQRand •--.a,TR
(C-l8)
(C-l9)
(C-•2O)
                                                       c-6
       '
              AFrom (C-12), Qfi< is rewritten as
   (:}tz = IX(wt'k)ii7C+N,-Rxmam -ii-i ii Q PD Rm-k-2 xM Cttta
         -,Z,. 2111i,il'Pe (M-k-P)Rt,,"-k-2x`Mam , ' (c-2i)
where the restriction concerning the sum ovey mornentq 2
on the right hand side of (C-21) is taken off, because the
contribution from 2;O vanishes. The second terrn on the
right hand side of (C--21) is transformed into
     '-R .;,pii' Q CYi) ap-A Rm-s2-D xm a,n
     =-R)-L;,,,,p-fi-ri(P-P)a+pa2Rn),2-Rrlpx2"iqm
     =" QLpm,pk P GS % RQ rmk-p xm qm
                             '
                          '
          '
     == -Z fr pm --k) (X+wi.i, xm qm ,
          m
                                                       (C-22)
where the last equality is due to (c-ll), and the second one
eornes frorn the foliowing relation
                                         '
'
         M2,:A a-eRDtm-k-fi)2apxm ctm =o . • (,-2,)
From (C--22> and (C-l8), we ean conclude that
                                                '
          a
          QR --e. (c-24)
                       '
Zn the $arne way, we find
c-7
     1--kS=O-AZthrfPnfk,o (c-2s)
           'and hence
      ..-.3,
                             '
   'With the aid of (C--24) and (C-26), one can conclude that
                                               '
            kxVR =o, (c-27)
     The commutation relation between the vekocity operators
is given by
     rVRS', V7tr'] - - -f<lr,, iii Pp-.k-lk, ( Pi Vti`)- P, Vi/O)
                   --f-if-l,-rk''Ppqkfi7-k,[Vmct',Vg"S'], <,",,)
                   .-v- ,
                    'where the syrnbol Z indicates that the terrn with P=iR and
   fiSt =kl at thg')saine time should be omitted frorn the sum.
Noting (c-27), we find the second commutation relation in
(A-6) ;
             '
         [v{R'),v;k9),)=o - (.-,,)
Closing this section, we should give the rernarks that the
relations (c-11), (c-27) and <c-29) are valid only in the
case of the Bose system.
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     Figure Captions
Fig - 1 Lowest order diagrams for the self energy.
Fig - 2 Lowest order diagrams for the structure factor.
Fig - 3 The deviation of the phonon velocity from that at
        zero Yemperature in liquid helium !I : the continuous
        curve gives the theoretical values and the points are
                                                  (14)
        the experimental data of wr!itney and Chase.
Fig - 4 The phonon velocity in liquid helium !r : the continuous
        curve gives the theoretical values and the points are
                                                  (14)
        the experimental data of Whitney and Chase.
Fig -5 The roton minimurn in liquid helium M : the continuous
  '
        curve gives the theoretical values and the points are
        .the experimental data of Dietrich et al..(l3)
Table - 1 The calculated numerical values of phonon velocity
        versus temperature in liquid helium Ir.
Table - 2 The calculated numerical values of roton rninirnum
        versus temperature in liquid helium U.
Fig. B-l The effective interaction potential (B--l9) between
        helium atoms.
 '
Fig, B-2 The theoretical and experimental curves of excitation
        spectra in liquid Hell. The experimental curve H. W.
        has been observed by Henshaw and woods.(2) The experimental
        curve c. w. are found cowley and woods.(12)The curve
        ER is the Bogoliubov excitation spectrum in the present
        theory. The curves E:k:2E;iiL!"'A,El!E EiMi'2and EMi2'1 are
                                          (11)
        the theoretical excitation spectra.
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